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 An experimental investigation into the permeability 
and filter properties of pervious concrete for deep 
draining trenches 

Calogero Valore,* Maurizio Ziccarelli,** Sandro Rino Muscolino***

Summary
The reduction of pore water pressures is one of the most effective measures that can be taken to stabilise landslides or to improve 

the stability conditions of marginally stable water-bearing slopes. To this end, draining trenches have been used long since. When 
deep trenches are needed, the usual conventional construction techniques fail and recourse must be made to secant piles or to adjacent 
vertical panels built by means of the methods well established for diaphragm walls. However, unbonded materials cannot be used, 
since the excavation of a panel adjacent to previously built ones will instabilise these latter. The problem can be solved using pervious 
concrete rather than unbonded material. It must meet the following requirements: relatively high hydraulic conductivity, filtering 
capacity in order to prevent the internal erosion of the soil in which the trench drain is installed, sufficient residual hydraulic conduc-
tivity after  possible clogging, sufficient shear strength after a short curing time to avoid the instabilisation of adjacent previously built 
panels or piles. Results of a laboratory experimental research on the mix-design, the filter capacity, residual permeability and strength 
of pervious concrete are reported in the paper, proving that proper mix-design can be devised meeting the above requirements; in 
particular, it is demonstrated that the shear strength of the concrete after a short curing time permits to excavate intermediate panels 
tens of meters deep without jeopardise the stability of previously built ones.
Keywords: draining trenches, pervious concrete, slope stabilisation, hydraulic conductivity

1. Introduction

The improvement of the conditions of stabili-
ty of slopes in which high interstitial pressures ex-
ist can be achieved in a very effective and sustaina-
ble way by inducing an increase of effective stresses 
in the ground by reducing the interstitial pressures 
[TERZAGHI, 1950]. Many and diverse measures can 
be implemented to this end, such as subhorizontal 
drainholes, drainage galleries, and draining trench-
es [KENNEY et al., 1977; BROMHEAD, 1984; STANIĆ, 1984; 
DI MAIO et al., 1988; NAKAMURA, 1988; VALLI, 2000; 
D’ACUNTO and URCIUOLI, 2006; PUN and URCIUOLI, 
2008; URCIUOLI and PIRONE, 2013; VALORE and ZICCA-
RELLI, 2013; VALORE and ZICCARELLI, 2015; COTECCHIA 
et al., 2016; ROSONE et al., 2018]. The draining trench-

es (also known as trench drains) [HUTCHINSON, 1977] 
are often the most convenient solution, at least when 
the slope is not very steep. Deep trenches are usual-
ly built using the equipment available for the con-
struction of diaphragm walls and secant piles, wheth-
er shallow trenches (whose depth does not exceed 
about 5 metres) are usually built by means of com-
mon excavation techniques. In any case, the trench-
es must be hydraulically continuous. Therefore no 
open discontinuity and no fine-grained material 
should be interposed between adjacent panels or be-
tween secant piles. This problem can be easily solved 
using pervious (or permeable) concrete since it has 
sufficient shear strength and stiffness to permit the 
excavation of an intermediate panel in-between two 
previously built ones without instabilising the latter, 
figure 1. Note that instability may occur if unbond-
ed granular material is used, unless stop-end tubes 
are installed.

The material used for draining trenches needs 
to be sufficiently permeable and to comply with fil-
ter requirements that are well known in the field of 
earth dams [FELL et al., 2014]. Another requirement 
is that the granular particles of the drain should be 
only partially bonded so that it has true cohesion 
but, at the same time, interconnected pores.
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Pervious concrete has been used long since for 
draining road pavements. Many researches have 
been carried out in that field, focused essentially on 
no-fines concrete (containing very little or no sand) 
which has high permeability but poor or no filtering 
properties [e.g. NEWMAN and OWENS, 2003; TENNIS et 
al., 2004; HASELBACH et al., 2006; KEVERN, 2006; KEVERN 
et al., 2006; KEVERN, 2008; SCHAEFER et al., 2006; CHEN 
et al., 2008; COLLINS et al., 2008; HASELBACH, 2010b; 
ACI, 2011; MARTIN III et al., 2014; MRAKOVCIC et al., 
2014; CHANDRAPPA and BILIGIRI, 2016; MAHESH and 
LAVANYA, 2016].

In this paper the term “pervious concrete” 
means a concrete with relatively high effective poros-
ity (that refers only to hydraulically interconnected 
pores) made of coarse aggregates with particle diam-
eters typically from 2 to 60mm, and of sand (0.06 < 
d < 2 mm), cement and water. The addition of sand, 
or fine gravel (2.8 < d < 5 mm), is necessary if the 
pervious concrete is required to function not only as 
draining material but as protective filter as well.

Pervious concrete differs from normal concrete 
as to the following properties: lower density, 1400-
2000 kg/m3 [GHAFOORI and DUTTA, 1995; MAGESWARI 
et al., 2016], relatively low drying shrinkage (about 
half that of normal concrete), lower cost due to low-
er cement content [ABADJIEVA and SEPHIRI, 2000]. The 
porosity of pervious concrete ranges from 15 to 30% 
[ACI, 2006; HASELBACH and FREEMAN, 2006; NEITHAL-
ATH et al., 2010]; the diameter of pores ranges from 
1.5 to 8 mm [ACI, 2011; SOMMERVILLE et al., 2011; 
MARTIN III et al., 2013; TORRES et al., 2015]. Moreover, 
it is a sustainable material [MOSS, 1979; NEITHALATH, 

2004; PARK et al., 2005; GOEL, 2006; HASELBACH, 2010a; 
NEITHALATH et al., 2010; STARKE et al., 2010; HASELBACH 
et al., 2011; SHU et al., 2011; ACPT, 2012; SRIRAVINDRA-
RAJAH et al., 2012; WELKER et al., 2012; NEMIROVSKY et al., 
2013; SATA et al., 2013; BARNHOUSE and SRUBAR, 2016].

To the authors’ knowledge little research has 
been devoted to the permeability and filtering prop-
erties of pervious concrete for draining trenches. Re-
sults of an experimental research on pervious con-
crete satisfying permeability, filter and strength re-
quirements are reported in the present paper. 

2. Requirements of pervious concrete for drain-
ing trenches 

Pervious concrete for draining trenches must 
meet the following requirements.
a) Have relatively high hydraulic conductivity to 

permit the needed reduction of the piezomet-
ric head inside the trench. This reduction is to 
be selected taking into account the permeabil-
ity of the soil mass to be drained, the geometry 
of the problem (spacing of the trenches and 
their thickness) and the boundary conditions. 
The thickness of the trench must be sufficient 
to discharge the maximum anticipated seep-
age flow rate. The previous concrete must not 
undergo unacceptable reductions in hydrau-
lic conductivity over time, as a result of clog-
ging by particles coming from the surrounding 
soil; in other terms, its residual hydraulic con-
ductivity must be compatible with the drain-

Fig. 1 – Construction phases of a deep draining trench consisting of contiguous vertical panels. Firstly odd panels 1 and 3 
are excavated and filled with cohesionless granular material a) or with pervious concrete b); then the in-between even pa-
nel 2 is excavated. In case a) the granular material of panels 1 and 3 fails and runs down, while in case b) pervious concrete 
panels 1 and 3 keep stable.
Fig. 1 – Fasi costruttive di una trincea drenante profonda costituita di pannelli verticali contigui. Dapprima si scavano e si riempiono 
con materiale granulare a) o con calcestruzzo permeabile b) i pannelli dispari 1 e 3; poi si scava il pannello intermedio 2. Nel caso a) il 
materiale granulare dei pannelli 1 e 3 cade giù mentre nel caso b) i pannelli 1 e 3 rimangono stabili.
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ing function of the trench; this property is fre-
quently referred to as durability. 

b) Act as a filter to stop the erosion of the soil in 
which the trench is inserted.

c) Have sufficient strength after a short curing time 
to allow the excavation of an intermediate deep 
vertical panel (or secant pile) between two previ-
ously built ones, without instabilising them. 
Requirement a) can be easily satisfied using no-

fines concrete, but it does not comply with require-
ment b). Requirement c) can be satisfied by careful-
ly increasing the cement content and decreasing the 
aggregate-cement ratio; however, these two decisions 
must be properly weighed up to avoid compromising 
requirements a) and b). 

The main aim of the present investigation was to 
tailor the mix-design of the concrete in order to fit 
simultaneously all of the above requirements.

To realise the importance of requirement c) for 
draining trenches it suffices to examine the sketch-
es in figure 1. The depth limit of the vertical dia-
phragm panels as far as the side faces stability is con-
cerned depends primarily upon the shear strength 
of the hardened concrete. It is well known that the 
height of a slope depends on the geometry of the 
problem, the mechanical properties of soils or rocks 
that form the slope (stratification of soils, disconti-
nuity etc.) and eventually constitutive minor geolog-
ical and geotechnical details [TERZAGHI, 1929; ROWE, 
1972; LEONARDS, 1982]; these latter have a very great 
influence on the mechanical behaviour of the geo-
technical systems [VALORE et al., 2017; ZICCARELLI et 
al., 2017]. 

The strength of properly mix-designed pervi-
ous concrete is high enough that vertical panels can 
stand up tens of meters just after a short curing time 
of the concrete, as will be evident later (paragraph 
6). This allows an efficient and cost-effective organi-
zation of the worksite.

Obviously, the vertical frontal (wider) walls of 
the excavation propaedeutic to the construction of 
the concrete panel should also be stable. To this end, 
the walls can be temporarily supported, when neces-
sary, by biopolymers [DAY and RYAN, 1992]

It is hardly necessary to point out, finally, that 
the pervious concrete is an internally stable material 
being its particles bonded, on the contrary of what 
happens for filters made of cohesionless materials 
[REDDI et al., 2005; MORACI, 2012; MORACI et al., 2016].

Material Name Gs  
γs

(kN/
m3)

dmax

(mm)
d60

(mm)
d50

(mm)
d10

(mm)
dmin

(mm)

CU = 
d60/
d10

nmin

 
nmax

γd, min

(kN/
m3)

γd, max

 (kN/
m3)

Sand 1 S1 2.65 26 0.85 0.50 0.45 0.28 0.075 1.79 0.388 0.473 13.7 15.9

Sand 2 S2 “ “ 1.41 0.65 0.61 0.46 0.075 1.41 0.381 0.452 14.2 16.1

Sand 3 S3 “ “ 2 0.99 0.95 0.60 0.075 1.4 0.377 0.444 14.5 16.2

Sand 4 S4 “ “ 2 1.38 1.27 0.96 0.075 1.4 0.382 0.477 13.6 16.1

Gravel 1 G1 “ “ 5 2.55 2.50 2.05 0.3 1.24 0.389 0.455 14.2 15.9

Gravel 2 G2 2.7 26.5 20 8 7.7 5.2 2 1.51 0.392 0.494 13.4 16.1

Gravel 3 G3 “ “ 38 23.3 22.5 19.9 2 1.17 0.408 0.509 13 15.7

Tab. I – Properties of sands and gravels  used for pervious concrete. nmin and nmax were determined according to ASTM stan-
dards [ASTM, 2004].
Tab. I – Proprietà delle sabbie e delle ghiaie utilizzate per il calcestruzzo permeabile.  nmin e nmax sono state determinate secondo gli 
standards ASTM [ASTM, 2004].

Fig. 2 – Initial grading of aggregates used for pervious con-
crete. Sands S2 and S4 have been used for preliminary 
tests; their results are not reported in the paper.
Fig. 2 – Composizione granulometrica iniziale degli inerti 
utilizzati per il confezionamento del calcestruzzo permeabile. Le 
sabbie S2 e S4 sono state usate per prove preliminari; i relativi 
risultati non sono riportati nella presente memoria.
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3. Materials 

The pervious concrete is a material formed by 
aggregates (gravel and sand), cement, water and, 
when necessary, additives. The mean characteristics 
of materials for making up the concretes used in the 
experimental programme are the following.

3.1. Aggregates

Sand and gravel were used for making the test-
ed specimens of pervious concrete. Sand and grav-
el particles are from sub-rounded to angular. Four 

sands and three gravels were used; their index prop-
erties are summarised in table 1, while their grading 
is shown in figure II. Sands S1-S4 and gravel G1 are 
composed of silica; gravels G2 and G3 are calcare-
ous and are almost monogranular with coefficients 
of uniformity CU ranging from 1.41 to 1.79 for sand 
and from 1.17 to 1.51 for gravels.

The aggregates were dampened before mixing 
to facilitate the formation of a uniform cement coat-
ing on the particles’ surface [NEVILLE, 1995].

3.2. Cement

High early strength Portland cement Tecnocem 
II B-LL 32,5 R, (EN 197-1 – Cem II / B-LL 32,5) was 
used. Cement composition by mass: Clinker: 65% - 
79%; limestone: 21% - 35%; TOC (total organic car-
bon) ≤ 0,20%; minor constituents (including sul-
phates such as SO3, chlorides ≤ 0.10%).

3.3. Water

The municipal water of the City of Palermo, 
composed as shown in table II, was used. 

4. Mix-design and texture of tested pervious 
concrete

Mix-design was selected by trial. It was soon real-
ised that no-fines concrete is not eligible for draining 
trenches since it does not meet filter requirements.

The “classical” pervious concrete (or no-fines 
concrete) is a composite material consisting of 
coarse aggregate made of gravel with no or a very 

Constituent or property Quantity
Ammonium (mg/l NH4) 0.2
Calcium (mg/l Ca) 99
Chlorides (mg/l Cl) 48.5
Fluorides (mg/l F) 0.37
Magnesium (mg/l Mg) 2
Nitrates (mg/l NO2) <0.02
Nitrites (mg/l NO3) 5.9
Potassium (mg/l K) 4.6
Sodium (mg/l Na) 161
Sulphates (mg/l SO4) 161
pH 7.72
Alcalinity (mg/l CaCO3) 194
Conductivity (20° µS/cm) 770

Tab. II – Chemical composition of water used for making 
the pervious concrete and to perform the permeability 
tests.
Tab II – Composizione chimica dell’acqua utilizzata per 
confezionare il calcestruzzo permeabile e per eseguire le prove di 
permeabilità.

Fig. 3 – Texture of pervious concrete made only of monogranular coarse aggregates (gravel) and cement, a), and of pervious 
concrete made of monogranular gravel, sand, cement paste and water, b).
Fig. 3 – a) Struttura di un calcestruzzo permeabile confezionato con ghiaia monogranulare, cemento e acqua. Struttura del calcestruzzo 
permeabile confezionato con ghiaia monogranulare, sabbia,  cemento e  acqua b).
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small amount of sand, Portland cement and water. 
The texture of this kind of concrete is exemplified in 
figure 3a, in which point-to-point contacts between 
gravel particles, the large size of pores and their in-
terconnection can be clearly noticed.

The texture of a pervious concrete made of grav-
el, sand, cement and water (shown in figure 3b) is 
quite different as to grain-to-grain contacts and espe-
cially as to the size of pores that are smaller than the 
ones in figure 3a; moreover, the possible flow paths 
are more tortuous.

Schematic textures of pervious concrete are 
shown in figure 4. The pores are interconnected and 
form a three-dimensional system, that is a continu-
ous (even though multiconnected) space; therefore, 
it is possible for flow paths to by-pass pores that hap-
pen to be clogged by solid particles dragged by the 
seeping water. 

The coordination number of individual grains is 
high and its 2D value varies from about 10 to 35; it 
is greater than the one in very dense sands, locked 
sands and for sands subjected to very high stress lev-
els [VALORE and ZICCARELLI, 2009; CELAURO et al., 2014; 
ZICCARELLI, 2016]. The water-cement ratio W/C was 
varied between 0.3 and 0.5. Although a value of W/
C=0.3 is sufficient for the complete formation of the 
chemical bonds, a value of W/C equal to about 0.4 
is needed. Larger values of W/C can result in better 
fluidity of the concrete and thus a better workability 
and pumpability but it can easily lead to the forma-
tion of lenses made of cement paste, as shown in fig-
ures 5 and 6. 

The presence of such lenses may decrease or even 
jeopardise the function of the draining trenches.

5. Placing, grain-size distribution of aggregates 
and curing of the mixtures 

It is commonly thought that pervious, and espe-
cially no-fines concrete, can be dropped from con-
siderable height without causing segregation. How-
ever, this is not the case for pervious concrete con-
taining both gravel and sand nor for no-fines con-
crete: in fact, the cement paste may separate from 
the aggregates and tend to form almost impervious 
lenses. It is therefore clear that in deep trenches per-
vious concrete must be poured by the tremie pipe 
method.

The specimens tested within the scope of the 
present research were made by placing the con-
crete from very small height and without vibrating 
or compacting it. Concrete was placed in cylindrical 
PVC containers with inner diameter and height of 
135mm and 300 mm respectively. Specimens were 
cured in air in the laboratory at temperatures vary-
ing from 20 to 22 °C.

The grain size distribution of the aggregates used 
for making up the pervious concretes are shown in 
figure 7; their characteristics and the type of test per-
formed on them are summarised in table III.

6. Strength and stiffness of pervious concrete

The strength and stiffness of the tested con-
cretes were determined by means of 22 uniaxial 
compression tests. The properties of the concrete 
and the results of the tests are summarised in table 
III. The diameter of the specimens ranges from 95 

Fig. 4 – Texture of pervious concretes: a) made of coarse aggregates, cement and water (no-fines concrete); b) made of co-
arse aggregates, sand, cement and water.
Fig. 4 – Struttura del calcestruzzo permeabile: a) confezionato con aggregati grossi (ghiaia) e cemento; b) confezionato con aggregati 
ghiaia, sabbia, cemento e acqua.
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mm to 135.76 mm, their height from 92.72 mm to 
169.65 mm. 

The high variability of the uniaxial compressive 
strength (0.49 ≤ σf ≤ 7.44 MPa) of pervious concrete 
depends on many factors such as water-cement ra-
tio (W/C), aggregate-cement ratio (A/C), cement 
content (C), grading of aggregates and curing time. 
These factors are interdependent and condition the 
structure, texture, unit weight, porosity, pore distri-
bution and size of pores, that are the main features 
that determine the values of the uniaxial strength σf 
of the pervious concrete.

Some stress-strain curves of concretes differing 
as to composition and W/C and A/C ratios for cur-
ing time ≥ 28 days are shown in figure 8. These da-
ta demonstrate the high influence of the cement 
content (C), aggregate-cement ratio (A/C), and of 
grading of aggregates on the uniaxial compressive 
strength σf and on stiffness (Young’s modulus) of 
pervious concrete.

The influence of curing time on uniaxial com-
pressive strength and on stress-strain relationship 

is exemplified by figure 9 where results of tests on 
four specimens having the same mix (P33C) but 
different curing time are shown. The uniaxial com-
pressive strength markedly increases with curing 
time, from 1.8 MPa after 3 days to 7.3 MPa after 
31 days. 

The influence of the aggregate/cement ratio 
A/C and cement content C on σf is considerable 
as shown in figures 10 and 11. In particular, high-
er σf values have been found for high cement con-
tent and low A/C ratio, while lower σf values have 
been obtained for low cement content C and high 
A/C ratios. These results seem to be independent 
from the type of mixture. In figure 12 the relation-
ship between σf and the dry unit weight γd is shown. 
σf increases with γd. It is to be noted that γd increases 
when A/C decreases, if other factors (W/C, C, grad-
ing of aggregates) are constant. 

 The mean secant Young’s modulus E of the 22 
tested pervious concrete specimens ranges from 250 
to 1360 MPa. E increases with C and decreases with 
both A/C and W/C ratios, it increases, with curing 

Mix
Aggregate 1

f1

Aggregate 2
f2

f2/ f1
Cement content

C (kg/m3) 
A/C W/C

Curing time 
(days)

Type of test 

P2 G3 G1 0.5 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P3 G3 G1 1 300 6.5 0.4 28 P
P4 G3 G1 2 300 6.8 0.4 28 P, C
P6 G3 G1 1.25 300 6.5 0.5 28 P
P7 G3 G1 1.25 300 6.5 0.4 28 P

P13 G3 - - 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P14 G2 - - 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P15 G2 G1 0.5 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P16 G2 G1 1 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P17 G2 G1 2 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P18 G2 S3 2 150 14.9 0.4 28 P
P19 G2 S3 2 200 10.9 0.4 28 P, C
P20 G2 G1 1.5 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P21 G2 G1 2.5 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P22 G2 S1 1 300 6.8 0.4 28 P
P23 G2 S1 1 200 10.9 0.4 28 P
P24 - S3 - 322 4.6 0.4 28 P
P25 - S3 - 215 6.9 0.4 28 P
PC8 G3 G1 0.5 204 6.6 0.5 28 U C
PC9 G3 G1 1 225 6.7 0.5 45 U C

PC26 G2 S3 1 187 10.1 0.4 42 U C
PC27 G2 S3 1 241 7.7 0.4 42 U C
PC28 G2 S3 1 312 6.1 0.5 42 U C
PC29 G2 S1 1 170 10.8 0.4 42 U C
PC30 G2 S1 1 227 8.1 0.4 42 U C
PC31 G2 S1 1 227 8.1 0.4 42 U C
PC33 G2 S1 1 187 8.1 0.4 3-31 U C
PC34 G2 S3 0.67 200 9.5 0.4 1 U C, P, C
PC35 G2 S3 2.33 200 9.5 0.4 2 U C, P, C

Tab. III – Mix-design of tested concretes and types of test. (Legend: C: clogging; P: permeability; U C: uniaxial compression). 
Grading of aggregates shown in Fig. 7.
Tab. III – Mix-design dei calcestruzzi sottoposti a prova e tipi di prove eseguite. (Legenda: C: intasamento; P: permeabilità; U C: 
compressione uniassiale). La composizione granulometrica degli aggregati inerti è rappresentata in Fig. 7.
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time, from 225 MPa to 900 MPa and 1200 MPa af-
ter 3, 14 and 31 days, respectively. Poisson’s ratio ν 
is approximately 0.2. The above results are in good 
agreement with data reported in literature for no-
fines concrete of similar void ratio [e.g. GHAFOORI 

and DUTTA, 1996; ABADJIEVA and SEPHIRI, 2000; KEVERN 
et al., 2008; SOMMERVILLE et al., 2011; ALAM et al., 2012; 
KEVERN and FARNEY, 2012; SINGH and SCANLON, 2013; 
THAKRE et al., 2014; USHANE et al., 2014; ZHONG and 
WILLE, 2016].

The limit depth hcrit of the panels constituting 
the draining trench may be easily calculated accord-
ing to PASTOR et al. [2000] if the concrete is consid-
ered, for simplicity as a purely cohesive material: 

Fig. 5 – Segregation of pervious concrete made of gravel 
G3 (see Fig. 2) and cement, water/cement ratio W/C=0.5. 
The cement paste flows down due to the high W/C ratio 
and forms an almost impervious lens.
Fig. 5 – Segregazione del calcestruzzo permeabile confezionato 
con ghiaia e cemento con rapporto acqua/cemento piuttosto alto 
e pari a 0.5. La pasta cementizia fluisce in gran parte verso il 
basso e forma una lente pressoché impermeabile.

Fig. 7 – Grain-size distribution of aggregates used for ma-
king up the tested pervious concrete specimens.
Fig. 7 – Composizione granulometrica degli aggregati utilizzati 
per preparare le miscele di calcestruzzo permeabile utilizzato nella 
sperimentazione. 

Fig. 6 – Segregation of pervious concrete due to high water/cement ratio and/or vibration. Segregation can take place in 
concrete made of gravel a) as well as in concrete made of gravel and sand b).
Fig. 6 – Segregazione del calcestruzzo permeabile causata da un alto rapporto acqua/cemento e/o da vibrazione del calcestruzzo. La 
segregazione può verificarsi sia nel calcestruzzo formato con ghiaia a) sia in quello formato con ghiaia e sabbia b).
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crith c
c

3.8
γ=  (1)

If a conservative characteristic value of σf=0.3 
MPa for a curing time of 1 day is selected, a criti-
cal height of 28.5m results for c=σf/2=150 kPa and 
γc=20 kN/m3; c and γc being, respectively the true co-
hesion and the unit weight of concrete.

In this calculation, partial factors of safety have 
been considered equal to 1, and 3D effects disre-
garded for the sake of simplicity. 

This example proves that very deep trenches can 
be built safely and without long delays in the exca-
vation of the even (or intermediate) panels as de-
fined in figure 1. This considerably favours an effi-
cient planning of the construction site. 

Fig. 8 – Stress-strain curves from uniaxial compression tests on different types of pervious concrete and for various curing ti-
mes. f1 and f2: granulometric fractions relative to aggregates; σa: applied axial pressure; εa: axial deformation. Other symbols: 
see notation.
Fig. 8 – Curve tensione – deformazione ottenute con prove di compressione semplice su differenti tipi di calcestruzzo permeabile e per vari 
tempi di maturazione. f1 e f2: frazioni granulometriche relative agli inerti; σa: pressione assiale applicata; εa: deformazione assiale. Altri 
simboli: v. elenco dei simboli.

creo
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It must be added that when draining trenches 
are built to stabilise landslides, if they are positioned 
parallel to the line of maximum slope (i.e. they are 
“counterfort drains”) and are keyed into the under-
lying stable ground, the shear strength of the pervi-
ous concrete may contribute significantly to the sta-
bilisation of the landslide, since the trenches act as 
“shear keys”. This contribution to stability depends 
on the shear strength of the concrete, and on many 
other factors such as the thickness and the spacing 
of the trenches, the shear strength and the stiffness 
of the ground into which the concrete panels are 
keyed.

On the contrary, when trenches are construct-
ed transverse to the direction of slope (i.e. they are 
interceptor drains) “the excavation for the trench 
made into a pre-existing landslide cut a slot normal 
to the direction of sliding. Since almost all landslide 
(including translational landslides) have a net bal-
ance of slightly more driving force at their upper 

end and thus rely on net resistance at the lower end, 
the cutting of a trench through the landslide reduc-
es support to the ground above the trench. If deep 
enough the trench excavation renew landslide activ-
ity even when the groundwater levels are seasonally 
low” [CORNFORTH, 2005].

7. Hydraulic conductivity and filter properties

7.1 Permeability

The hydraulic conductivity was determined by 
means of a falling head permeameter, figure 13. 
Similar tests have been carried out on no-fines con-
crete by NEITHALATH [2004], KEVERN [2008], DEO 
et al. [2010], IBRAIM et al. [2014], MARTIN III et al. 
[2014], CHANDRAPPA and BILIGIRI [2016], WEST et al. 
[2016].

The lateral surface of the specimens was water-
proofed with a thin layer of polyurethanic resin, in 
order to achieve 1-D seepage conditions. 

Before performing the permeability tests, the 
concrete specimens were submerged in water for 
at least 24 hours; once they were placed in the per-

Fig. 9 – Influence of curing time on the uniaxial compres-
sive strength σf and on stress-strain relationship. Pervious 
concrete P33C composition: gravel G2: granulometric 
fraction f1; sand S1: granulometric fraction f2; ratio f2/f1= 
1. Portland cement content: 187 kg/m3; water/cement ra-
tio W/C=0.4; aggregate/cement ratio A/C=10.2.
Fig. 9 – Influenza del tempo di maturazione sulla resistenza a 
compressione semplice σf e sul legame tensione-deformazione. Cal-
cestruzzo permeabile P33C confezionato come segue: frazione gra-
nulometrica f1: ghiaia G2; frazione granulometrica f2: sabbia S1; 
rapporto f2/f1=1; dosaggio di cemento Portland: 187 kg/m3; rap-
porto acqua/cemento W/C=0.4; rapporto ponderale inerti/cemen-
to A/C=10.2.

Fig. 10 – Uniaxial strength σf vs aggregate-cement ratio 
A/C. Water-cement ratio W/C=0.4. Cement content from 
170 to 312 kg/m3. Curing time:≥ 42 days. Size of speci-
mens: see Tab. IV. 
Fig. 10 – Resistenza a compressione uniassiale σf in funzione del 
rapporto ponderale aggregati/cemento A/C. Rapporto acqua/ce-
mento:0.4. Contenuto di cemento da 170 a 312 kg/m3. Tempo di 
maturazione ≥ 42 giorni. Dimensioni dei provini: vedi Tab. IV.
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meameter, a series of preliminary tests were carried 
out to saturate them.

The hydraulic conductivity k was determined by 
the following well known relation, see figure 13:

 1k lnA L
2 0A t t

0h
th–( ( ()=  (2)

in which A1 and A2 are the areas of the cross sec-
tion of the specimen and of the graduated cylinder 
tube of the permeameter, respectively (in this case 
A1=A2); L is the sample height; h0 and h(t) are the 
initial and the current piezometric heads, at time t0 
and t, respectively. This relation is valid under the as-
sumption of laminar flow and validity of Darcy’s law; 
MONTES and HASELBACH [2006] demonstrated that 

the flow in pervious concrete falls within the laminar 
or in the transitory domain. 

More than 100 tests have been performed. Some 
test results are summarised in tables V and VI.

The texture of some pervious concrete speci-
mens is documented in figure 14.

The hydraulic conductivity k ranges in a wide in-
terval, from 0.022 to 8.99 cm/s for the specimens of 
the first series (Tab. V) and from 0.019 to 3.08 cm/s 
for the specimens of the second series (Tab. VI). The 
values of the hydraulic conductivity k depends on 
the grading of the aggregates, the water-cement ra-
tio W/C (it increases as the ratio W/C decreases) the 
aggregates-cement ratio A/C (k is higher for high-
er A/C ratios), the cement content C (k is lower for 
higher values of C). These factors are interdepend-

Test Mix
Aggregate

1
f1

Aggregate
2
f2

f2/ f1

Cement 
content

C
(kg/m3) 

A/C W/C

Cu-
ring 
time 

(days)

Speci-
men

Diame-
ter
D

(mm)

Height
L

(mm)

γd

(kN/
m3)

σf

(MPa)

1

PC8 G3 G1 0.5 204 6.6 0.5 28

P8C-1 95 166.03 16.7 0.49

2 P8C-2 96 165.43 16.6 1.08

3 P8C-3 95.5 165.13 16.7 1.06

4

PC9 G3 G1 1 225 6.7 0.5 45

P9C-1 95.35 169.65 16.8 0.49

5 P9C-2 95.60 169.32 16.6 0.65

6 P9C-3 95.98 169.27 16.7 0.46

7
PC26 G2 S3 1 187 10.1 0.4 42

P26C-1 96.5 115.54 19 2.86

8 P26C-2 95.98 118.70 19.5 2.58

9
PC27 G2 S1 1 241 7.7 0.4 42

P27C-1 95.81 118.7 19.8 3.14

10 P27C-2 96.56 115.43 19.7 3.08

11
PC28 G2 S3 1 312 6.1 0.5 42

P28C-1 95.69 118.73 19.8 6.05

12 P28C-2 95.81 121.86 19.9 6.83

13
PC29 G2 S1 1 170 10.8 0.4 42

P29C-1 96.10 120.96 19.1 1.99

14 P29C-2 97.29 123.6 19.6 2.12

15
PC30 G2 S1 1 227 8.1 0.4 42

P30C-1 97.30 113.75 18.5 2.17

16 P30C-2 96.39 121.23 19 1.91

17
PC31 G2 S1 1 284 6.5 0.4 47

P31C-1 96.46 117.41 19.5 4.08

18 P31C-2 96.89 116.9 19.8 4.98

19

PC33 G2 S1 1 187 10.2 0.4

3 P33C-1 96.39 92.74 19.9 1.80

20 12 P33C-2 96.37 92.72 20 4.66

21 14 P33C-3 96.40 95.14 19.1 5.17

22 31 P33C-4 96.62 94.74 19 7.30

23 PC34 G2 S3 2.33 200 9.5 0.4 1 PC34-1 135.76 121.82 15.8 0.74

24 PC35 G2 S3 0.67 200 9.5 0.4 2 PC35-1 135.76 121.82 14.6 0.81

Tab. IV – Composition, properties and uniaxial compression strength σf of pervious concrete. A/C: aggregate/cement ratio; 
W/C: water/cement ratio.
Tab. IV –  Composizione, proprietà fisiche e resistenza a compressione uniassiale σf del calcestruzzo permeabile. A/C: rapporto aggregati/
cemento; W/C: rapporto acqua/cemento.

creo
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ent and all influence the texture, the distribution 
and the size of pores, the porosity of the previous 
concrete. The hydraulic conductivity k increases with 
n. k depends also on the hydraulic gradient i: it de-
creases when i increases, as reported for other per-
vious concretes by CHANDRAPPA and BILIGIRI [2016].

Typical results are shown in figures 15 and 16 
for different maximum values of i reached during 
the test and for different mixes of the concrete. In 
particular, the results relative to specimens made by 
coarse aggregates (only gravel) are reported in fig-
ure 15; v increases with the coarseness of aggregates. 
The same trends hold for other mixes as shown in 
figure 16. Data for i ranging from 0 to 1 - that is the 
range of hydraulic gradient most relevant to practi-
cal applications – are reported in figure 17.

The relationship between v and i is not linear, 
as found by other researchers (e.g. MARTIN III et al., 
2014; WEST et al. 2016); it can be expressed by the fol-
lowing exponential expression:

 v=k*ib (3)

in which k* and b depend on the mix of the concre-
te which influences flow characteristics such as the 
tortuosity of seepage paths, the effective porosity (i.e. 
related only to the interconnected pores), turbulen-
ce, etc. [e.g. CHANDRAPPA and BILIGIRI, 2016; WEST et al., 
2016]. The coefficient k* varies in a wide range, from 
about 0.03 to about 1.3; it increases with the coarse-

Fig. 11 – Uniaxial strength σf  vs cement content C. Cu-
ring time: ≥ 42 days in laboratory air. Size of specimens: 
see Tab. IV.
Fig. 11 – Resistenza a compressione uniassiale σf in funzione del 
dosaggio di cemento C. Tempo di maturazione : ≥ 42 giorni. Di-
mensioni dei provini: vedi Tab. IV.

Fig. 12 – Uniaxial strength σf  vs dry unit weight γd of per-
vious concrete. Curing time: ≥ 42 days. Size of specimens: 
see Tab. IV.
Fig. 12 – Resistenza a compressione uniassiale σf in funzione 
del peso secco dell’unità di volume γd del calcestruzzo permeabi-
le. Tempo di maturazione: ≥ 42 giorni. Dimensioni dei provini: 
vedi Tab. IV.

Fig. 13 – Falling head permeameter for testing 135 mm 
diameter specimens of pervious concrete. The lateral sur-
face of specimens was waterproofed by polyurethanic re-
sin; the flow is therefore 1-D. The base of the perspex 
standpipe rests on three small legs.
Fig. 13 – Permeametro a carico variabile utilizzato per le prove 
su provini di calcestruzzo permeabile del diametro di 135 mm. 
La superficie laterale del provino è stata impermeabilizzata con 
resina poliuretanica, il moto di filtrazione è quindi 1-D. Il tubo 
di perspex poggia su tre piedini.
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Tab. V – Results of the first series of permeability tests on pervious concrete. The curing time of specimens is higher or equal 
to 28 days. Diameter of specimens D=135.76mm; height of specimens L=120mm. i: hydraulic gradient; n: porosity; G1, G2, 
G3: gravels, see Fig. 2.
Tab. V – Risultati della prima serie di prove di permeabilità sui calcestruzzi permeabili. Il tempo di maturazione dei provini è maggiore o 
uguale a 28 giorni. Diametro dei provini D=135.76mm; altezza dei provini L=120mm. i: gradiente idraulico; n: porosità; G1, G2, G3: 
ghiaie, vedi Fig. 2.

Mix

Aggrega-

te 1

f1

Aggrega-

te 2

f2

f2/f1

Cement 

content

C

(kg/m3) 

W/C A/C
n Test

k (cm/s)

mean values for the intervals of i shown 

below

0-0.2 0.2-0.5 0.5-1 1-5

P2 G3 G1 0.5 300 0.4 6.8

0.25

P2A-1 - - - 0.041

P2A-2 - - - 0.042

P2A-3 - - - 0.043

P2A-4 - - - 0.042

0.31
P2B-1 - 0.35 0.21 0.125

P2B-2 0.47 0.32 0.19 0.13

P3 G3 G1 1 300 0.4 6.5

0.32
P3A-2 0.54 0.32 0.21 0.15

P3A-3 0.39 0.26 0.19 0.13

0.37

P3B-1 - - - 0.19

P3B-2 - - - 0.18

P3B-3 - - - 0.18

P3B-4 0.43 0.31 0.23 0.15

P4 G3 G1 2 300 0.4 6.8
0.32

P4A-1 - - - 0.11

P4A-2 - - - 0.11

P4A-3 - - - 0.106

P4A-4 - 0.33 0.19 0.105

0.33 P4B-1 - 0.32 0.21 0.12

P6 G3 G1 1.25 300 0.5 6.5 0.25

P6A-1 - 0.081 0.048 0.023

P6A-2 - 0.084 0.051 0.024

P6A-3 - 0.079 0.049 0.025

P6A-4 0.135 0.066 0.044 0.022

P7 G3 G1 1.25 300 0.4 6.5 0.32

P7A-1 - 0.088 0.057 0.029

P7A-2 - 0.087 0.055 0.029

P7A-3 - - 0.048 0.027

P7A-4 - - 0.050 0.027

P7A-5 - 0.088 0.051 0.027

P13 G3 - - 300 0.4 6.8

0.43
P13A-1 8.32 6.03 - -

P13A-2 8.25 5.98 2.25 -

0.39
P13B-1 8.06 - - -

P13B-2 - 8.99 7.01 -

P14 G2 - - 300 0.4 6.8 0.44
P14A-1 8.28 6.09 - -

P14A-2 8.35 6.49 4.01 -

P15 G2 G1 0.5 300 0.4 6.8 0.43 P15A-1 5.46 2.95 - -

P16 G2 G1 1 300 0.4 6.8 0.39 P16A-1 3.62 1.06 0.94 0.70

P17 G2 G1 2 300 0.4 6.8 0.43
P17A-1 2.24 1.68 1.44 -

P17A-2 3.97 2.24 1.58 0.85
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ness of aggregates. b ranges from 0.6 to 0.99 and is hi-
gher when the coarseness of the aggregates is lower.

Typical trends of k versus i are shown in figure 
18 for a wide range of the hydraulic gradient i and 
in figure 19 for values of i ranging from 0 to 1 that 
are usually more relevant to draining trenches. k de-
pends on i, especially within the lower range of i; 
this dependence is stronger for specimens made by 
coarse aggregates.

The above results show that the hydraulic con-
ductivity k of the tested pervious concretes is rath-
er high, as expected. Since draining trenches are 
most frequently installed in fine grained soils such 
as clays, silts and fine sands, the flow rate of water 
entering the draining trench is rather low; therefore 
the permeability requirement stated in paragraph 2 
is met by many different pervious concretes, if the 
thickness of the trench is properly designed. 

It must be stressed that all the above values of k 
refer to the uncontaminated and unclogged state of 
the concrete. As already stated, pervious concrete for 
draining trenches act also as a filter. As a consequence, 
reference should be made to the “residual” hydraulic 
conductivity of the partially clogged concrete.

7.2. Filter properties

Pervious concrete must be able to function al-
so as a protective filter to prevent internal erosion 

Fig. 14 – Texture of perviuos concrete of some specimens tested for permeability. The specimen 13B a) is made of gravel G3; 
the specimen 10C b) is made of gravel G2; other features: W/C=0.4; A/C=6.8; C=300 kg/m3 (Tab. V). Features of specimens 
18A c) and 19A d) specified in Tab. VI. Diameter of specimens:135mm.
Fig. 14 – Struttura di alcuni provini di calcestruzzo permeabile assoggettati a prove di permeabilità. Il provino 13B a) è stato confezionato 
con ghiaia G3, il provino 10C con ghiaia G2; altre caratteristiche: W/C=0.4; A/C=6.8; C=300 kg/m3 (cfr. Tab. V). Le caratteristiche dei 
provini 18A c) e 19A d) sono indicate in Tab. VI. Diametro dei provini: 135mm.

Fig. 15 – Nominal seepage velocity v vs hydraulic gradient 
i, for i from 0.1 to 1.1. Specimen P20A composition: gra-
vel G2 (granulometric fraction f1); gravel G1 (f2); ratio f2/
f1= 1.5. Specimen P21A composition: gravel G2 (f1); gravel 
G1 (f2); ratio f2/f1= 2.5. Other features of both specimens: 
Portland cement content: 300 kg/m3; water/cement ratio 
W/C=0.4; aggregate/cement ratio A/C=6.8.
Fig. 15 – Velocità di filtrazione nominale v in funzione del gra-
diente idraulico i, per valori di i compresi tra 0.1 e 1.1. Com-
posizione del provino P20A: ghiaia G2 (frazione granulometrica 
in peso  f1); ghiaia G1 (f2); rapporto f2/f1= 1.5. Composizione 
del provino P21A: ghiaia G2 (f1); ghiaia G1 (f2); rapporto f2/
f1= 2.5. Le altre caratteristiche di entrambi i provini sono: dosag-
gio di cemento Portland: 300 kg/m3; rapporto acqua/cemento W/
C=0.4; rapporto inerti/cemento A/C=6.8.
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of the soil into which the draining trench is insert-
ed. This requires that the size of large part of the in-
terconnected pores of the concrete must be smaller 
than the size of the smallest particles of the base soil 
so to block them when entering the draining trench. 
Blocked particles cause the partial clogging of the 
concrete and a decrease of its hydraulic conductivi-
ty k. However, k does not decrease indefinitely if the 
pervious concrete is fit for the base soil at hand. In 
that case, the rate of decrease of k progressively slows 

down and eventually becomes negligible, whilst k 
tends to approach a “residual” value kres. In the de-
sign of draining trenches reference should be made 
to kres, and not to the hydraulic conductivity of the 
unclogged or “virgin” concrete, unless they are de-
signed for temporary use. Coarse grained no-fines 
concrete can hardly behave as an effective filter for 
sandy and fine-grained soils. 

The search for mix-design of pervious concretes 
fulfilling the above requirements has been carried 

Fig. 16 – Nominal seepage velocity v vs hydraulic gradient i for different mixes of pervious concrete.
Fig. 16 – Velocità di filtrazione nominale v in funzione del gradiente idraulico i per varie composizioni del calcestruzzo permeabile.
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out by means of falling head permeability tests on 
concrete specimens subjected to a series of “clogging 
cycles” until the residual hydraulic conductivity, if 
any, was reached. A non-plastic silt, obtained by pul-
verisation of a dark grey volcanic sand whose grading 
is shown in figure 20 (particle sizes range from 3.5 to 
75 µm) was used as clogging material.

The experimental procedure for determining 
the reduction of the hydraulic conductivity due to 
repeated additions of clogging material dragged by 

seeping water into the trench drain is similar to that 
used by other researchers [e.g. KEVERN, 2006; DEO et 
al., 2010; NEITHALATH et al., 2010; MORACI, 2010; KEV-
ERN, 2015], and consists of the following steps:
1) Determination of the hydraulic conductivity of 

the unclogged concrete at gradient i varying 
from very low values up to 0.9. 

2) Performing of a clogging cycle consisting in:
a) Placement on the top of the specimen of 

a 20mm thick layer of the clogging silt in 

Fig. 17 – Nominal seepage velocity v vs hydraulic gradient i for different mixes of pervious concrete for i lower than 1.
Fig. 17 – Velocità di filtrazione nominale v in funzione del gradiente idraulico i per varie composizioni del calcestruzzo permeabile per 
valori di i minori di 1.
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sub-layers 2-3mm thick, each one gently 
tamped.

b) Carrying out a falling head permeability test 
with an initial head h0=80 cm (cp. figure 13). 
Obviously the output of this test is not the 
hydraulic conductivity of the concrete since 
the permeability of the concrete-top silt lay-

er system is essentially governed by the silt 
layer. However, some particles of the silt lay-
er are dragged by the seeping water through 
the pervious concrete specimen and exit at 
its bottom face, whether others are blocked 
by “constriction” voids of the concrete after 
a relatively short path within the concrete.

Mix
Aggre-
gate 1
f1

Aggre-
gate 2
f2

f2/ 
f1

Cement 
content
C
(kg/m3) 

A/C
n Test

k (cm/s)
mean values for the intervals of i shown be-
low

0-0.2 0.2-0.5 0.5-1 1-5

P18 G2 S3 2 150 14.9 0.39

P18A-1 1.17 0.91 0.77 0.58

P18A-2 1.13 0.87 0.74 0.55

P18A-3 1.11 0.94 0.86 0.71

P18A-4 1.12 0.95 0.85 0.70

P19 G2 S3 2 200 10.9 0.34

P19A-1 0.88 0.69 0.60 0.46

P19A-2 0.80 0.64 0.56 0.44

P19A-3 0.96 0.78 0.68 0.54

P19A-4 1 0.8 0.69 0.53

P20 G2 G1 1.5 300 6.8 0.27

P20A-1 2.15 1.33 0.99 0.58

P20A-2 1.98 1.26 0.96 0.58

P20A-3 1.97 1.22 0.92 -

P20A-4 1.95 1.20 0.89 -

P21 G2 G1 2.5 300 6.8 0.33

P21A-1 3.08 1.85 1.35 -

P21A-2 3.08 1.86 1.35 -

P21A-3 2.68 1.68 1.39 -

P21A-4 2.77 1.79 1.37 -

P22 G2 S1 1 300 10.9 0.39

P22A-1 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.019

P22A-2 0.026 0.024 0.023 -

P22A-3 0.027 0.022 0.019 -

P22A-4 0.026 0.021 0.017 -

P23 G2 S1 1 200 10.9 0.34

P23A-1 0.031 0.024 0.022 -

P23A-2 0.029 0.019 0.018 -

P23A-3 0.032 0.026 0.024 -

P23A-4 0.029 0.026 0.024 -

P24 - S3 - 322 4.6 0.25 P24A-1 0.111 0.055 0.031 -

P25 - S3 - 215 6.9 0.37

P25A-1 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.13

P25A-2 0.19 0.16 0.15 0.12

P25A-3 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12

P25A-4 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.11

PC34 G2 S3 2.33 200 9.5 0.44 PC34-1 1.08 0.89 0.78 0.62

PC35 G2 S3 0.67 200 9.5 0.48 PC35-1 1.26 1.01 0.89 0.68

Tab. VI – Results of the second series of permeability tests on pervious concrete. The curing time of specimens is higher 
or equal to 28 days. Water-cement ratio W/C=0.4; Diameter of specimens D=135.76 mm, height of specimens L=120mm. i: 
hydraulic gradient; n: porosity; G1, G2, G3: gravels; S1, S3: sands. See Fig. 2.
Tab. VI – Risultati della seconda serie di prove di permeabilità sui calcestruzzi permeabili. Il tempo di maturazione dei provini è maggiore 
o uguale a 28 giorni. Rapporto acqua-cemento W/C=0.4; Diametro dei provini D=135.76mm; altezza dei provini L=120mm. i: gradiente 
idraulico; n: porosità; G1, G2, G3: ghiaie; S1, S3: sabbie. Vedi Fig. 2.
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Fig. 18 – Hydraulic conductivity k vs hydraulic gradient i for different pervious concretes.
Fig. 18 – Coefficiente di permeabilità k in funzione del gradiente idraulico i per varie composizioni del calcestruzzo permeabile.

Fig. 19 – Hydraulic conductivity k vs hydraulic gradient i for different pervious concretes for i < 1.
Fig. 19 – Coefficiente di permeabilità k in funzione del gradiente idraulico i per varie composizioni del calcestruzzo permeabile per i < 1.
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c) Careful removal of the silt from the top sur-
face of the concrete specimen.

d) Then a new determination of hydraulic con-
ductivity is carried out.

Fourteen clogging cycles (each one followed by 
a permeability test) have been performed on every 
concrete specimen.

Typical test results are shown in figure 21. The 
trends of the nominal velocity of flow v versus i and 
of the permeability k vs i are shown in figures 21a and 
21b, respectively.

The data plotted in figure 21 clearly show that 
the hydraulic conductivity k decreases progressively 
with the number of clogging cycles, irrespective of 
the gradient i. The greatest decrease occurs for low 
values of the hydraulic gradient i. However these re-
ductions decrease with the number of clogging cy-
cles previoulsy performed.

Data plotted in figure 22, relative to very low val-
ues of i, show that k tends to an essentially stable val-
ue after about 5 clogging cycles, and that most of the 
decrease of permeability takes place after only a few 
cycles (2 or 3). Data in figure 23 show that almost all 
the decrease of the takes place in the first 6 cycles, and 
that for the successive cycles the decrease is negligible.  

The decrease of k after a large number of clog-
ging cycles approaches 82% (Fig. 22); nevertheless, 
the residual hydraulic conductivity of the pervious 
concrete is still high enough for trenches installed in 
fine-grained, kres is greater than 0.05 cm/s, figure 23. 
Even though the number of clogging tests is limited, 
the experimental results show that the mix-design of 
pervious concrete can be devised to meet draining as 

Fig. 20 – Grain-size distribution of the clogging material 
made of pulverized volcanic sand.
Fig. 20 – Distribuzione granulometrica del materiale utilizzato 
per le prove di intasamento costituito di sabbia vulcanica polve-
rizzata.

Fig. 21 – Results of clogging tests on pervious concrete 
P4, see Table II (specimen P4A consisting of gravel G3 
(f1); gravel G1 (f2); ratio f2/f1=2; Portland cement con-
tent: 300 kg/m3; water/cement ratio W/C=0.4; aggrega-
te/cement ratio A/C=6.8. Nominal seepage velocity v a) 
and hydraulic conductivity k b) vs hydraulic gradient i 
in function of the number of clogging cycles. Data per-
taining to the unclogged specimen also plotted for com-
parison.
Fig. 21 – Risultati delle prove di intasamento sul calcestruz-
zo permeabile P4, provino P4A (composizione del provino: 
ghiaia G3 (f1); ghiaia G1 (f2); rapporto f2/f1=2; dosaggio di 
cemento Portland: 300 kg/m3; rapporto acqua/cemento W/
C=0.4; rapporto inerti/cemento A/C=6.8. Andamento della 
velocità di filtrazione nominale v a) e del coefficiente di con-
duttività idraulica k b) in funzione del gradiente idraulico i 
e del numero di cicli di intasamento. Per confronto sono ri-
portati anche i dati relativi al calcestruzzo nello stato iniziale 
non intasato.
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well as filter and durability requirements, at least for 
tested clogging material.

The range of grain-size distributions of aggre-
gates that proved to be satisfactory, as far as draining 
and filter requirements are concerned, for clogging 
materials made of silt, silty-sand, sandy-silt and sand 
is shown in figure 24, from which it is evident that 
the aggregate of the pervious concrete should con-
tain a sand fraction not lower that 40%.

Further research is needed for clogging materi-
als other than the tested ones.

8. Conclusions

An experimental investigation into the 
strength, the draining and filter properties of per-
vious concrete has been carried out. From the re-
sults as yet obtained the following conclusions can 
be drawn. 
a) The strength of the pervious concrete is suffi-

cient to permit the construction of very deep 
trenches safely and without long delays in the ex-
cavation of in-between panels or secant piles.

b) The hydraulic conductivity of all the tested con-
cretes is adequate for deep trenches installed in 
sandy and fine-grained soils. 

c) It is possible to devise the mix-design for pervi-
ous concrete so that it meets – simultaneously –, 
permeability, filter and durability requirements, 
as well as the strength demand. 

Fig. 22 – Specimen P4A. a) Trend of the residual hydraulic conductivity after n clogging cycles kres, n in function of the num-
ber of clogging cycles. b) Trend of the residual permeability ratio kres, n/k in function of the number of clogging cycles. k: 
hydraulic conductivity of the unclogged concrete. The concrete of this specimen consists of gravel G3 (weight f1); gravel G1 
(weight f2); ratio f2/f1=2; Portland cement content: 300 kg/m3; water/cement ratio W/C=0.4; aggregate/cement ratio A/
C=6.8. rte 
Fig. 22 – Provino 4A. a) Andamento della conduttività idraulica residua kres in funzione del numero di cicli di intasamento. b) Andamen-
to del rapporto kres, n/k in funzione del numero di cicli di intasamento. k: coefficiente di permeabilità del calcestruzzo non intasato. Il cal-
cestruzzo di questo provino è costituito di ghiaia G3 (peso f1); ghiaia G1(peso f2); rapporto f2/f1=2; dosaggio di cemento Portland: 300 kg/
m3; rapporto acqua/cemento W/C=0.4; rapporto inerti/cemento A/C=6.8.

Fig. 23 – Specimen 4A, consisting of gravel G3 (weight f1); 
gravel G1 (weight f2); ratio f2/f1=2; Portland cement con-
tent: 300 kg/m3; water/cement ratio W/C=0.4; aggrega-
te/cement ratio A/C=6.8. Trend of the residual hydraulic 
conductivity kres, n vs hydraulic gradient i, in function of 
the number of clogging cycles.  
Fig. 23 – Provino 4A, confezionato con ghiaia G3 (peso f1); ghia-
ia G1(peso f2);  rapporto f2/f1=2; dosaggio di cemento Portland: 
300 kg/m3; rapporto acqua/cemento W/C=0.4; rapporto inerti/
cemento A/C=6.8). Andamento della conduttività idraulica kres,  
in funzione del gradiente piezometrico i e del numero di cicli di 
intasamento. 
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It is hoped that the experimental results report-
ed in the present paper can help to design pervious 
concretes well suited for draining trenches. Furthers 
research is needed for clogging materials other than 
the tested silt. 
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Notation

A aggregate (by weight) 
A/C aggregates-cement ratio
A1 area of the cross section of the specimen of per-

vious concrete
A2 area of the cross section of the graduated cylin-

der of the falling head permeameter
b exponent in the relation between the hydraulic 

conductivity k* and the gradient i
C cement content (by weight per unit volume of 

pervious concrete)
c true cohesive strength of the concrete
CU uniformity coefficient
D specimen diameter 
dmax maximum particle size of sand or gravel
dmin minimum particle size of sand or gravel
d10 particle diameter corresponding to 10% pass-

ing finer by weight
d50 mean particle size
d60 particle diameter corresponding to 60% pass-

ing finer by weight
E ′ Young’s modulus
f1, f2 granulometric fraction (by weight) relative to 

aggregates (made of sand or gravel)
Gs specific gravity 
hcrit limit height of a vertical slope in purely cohe-

sive soil 
h0 initial piezometric head
h(t) current piezometric head
i hydraulic gradient
k hydraulic conductivity or coefficient of permea-

bility
kres residual hydraulic conductivity after a large 

number of clogging cycles 
kres,n residual hydraulic conductivity after n clogging 

cycles 
k* constant coefficient in the relation between v 

and i 
L specimen height 
n porosity
nmax maximum porosity
nmin minimum porosity
t0 initial time
t time
v flow velocity
W/C water-cement ratio
γc unit weight of the concrete
γd dry unit weight of the concrete
γd,  max maximum dry unit weight of sand or gravel
γd,  min minimum dry unit weight of sand or gravel
γs specific weight of sand or gravel
εa axial vertical deformation
ν Poisson’s ratio
σa uniaxial applied pressure
σf uniaxial compressive strength 
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Ricerche sperimentali sulle proprietà 
drenanti e filtranti del calcestruzzo 
permeabile per trincee drenanti profonde

La riduzione delle pressioni interstiziali rappresenta uno degli 
interventi più efficaci per stabilizzare le frane e per migliorare le 
condizioni di stabilità di pendii marginalmente stabili che siano 
sede di una o più falde idriche sotterranee. Per tale finalità sono 
state impiegate da molto tempo le trincee drenanti, realizzate con 
comuni escavatori e riempite di materiali sciolti. Tali modalità 
costruttive non possono essere impiegate se si devono realizzare 
trincee drenanti profonde, per le quali occorre ricorrere a mezzi di 
scavo da tempo disponibili per la realizzazione dei diaframmi e dei 
pali secanti. Tuttavia, gli uni e gli altri non possono essere realizzati 
con materiali sciolti, ossia non cementati, dal momento che lo scavo 
di un pannello (o di un palo) intermedio in adiacenza a pannelli 
già realizzati provocherebbe il collasso di questi ultimi (a meno che 
non si utilizzi il complicato e lento metodo del tubo gobbo). Questo 
problema si può risolvere con l’impiego di calcestruzzo permeabile. 
Abitualmente si impiega il calcestruzzo senza frazione fina, 
confezionato con inerti con la granulometria della ghiaia media, 

cemento e acqua. Tale tipo di calcestruzzo è caratterizzato da alta 
permeabilità, ma non ha proprietà di filtro protettivo nei riguardi 
dei terreni a grana fina e medio-fina nei quali la trincea drenante 
è incassata. La capacità del calcestruzzo di funzionare anche come 
filtro è fondamentale per prevenire processi di erosione interna nei 
terreni adiacenti alla trincea drenante.

Il calcestruzzo permeabile non soffre, naturalmente, il problema 
della stabilità interna, essendo gli inerti legati dal cemento.

Con la ricerca, della quale si riferiscono i principali risultati, 
è stato dimostrato per via sperimentale che è possibile escogitare 
composizioni (mix-design) del calcestruzzo permeabile che 
soddisfano simultaneamente i requisiti riguardanti la permeabilità 
residua (ovvero dopo una lunga serie di cicli di intasamento), 
la funzione filtro e la resistenza a taglio. Quest’ultimo requisito 
è indispensabile per poter realizzare le trincee profonde con le 
tecniche impiegate per i diaframmi e i pali secanti. Al riguardo è 
stato provato che si possono confezionare calcestruzzi permeabili 
con resistenza a compressione semplice sufficiente per assicurare 
la stabilità di pareti verticali dei pannelli alte parecchie decine 
di metri dopo tempi di maturazione brevi. Si ritiene che i dati 
sperimentali riportati nella memoria, ancorché limitati, colmino 
una lacuna nelle conoscenze sull’argomento in esame e possano 
costituire un utile riferimento per la progettazione delle trincee 
drenanti profonde.




